
How could we improve on this...?



...provide a television to watch?

is the original bathroom television company. As original

designers and having been manufacturing bathroom

televisions since 1999, we are probably the most

knowledgeable and experienced people in the business.

Our televisions incorporate the latest state of the art

screens with the latest and best features. Our televisions

were originally designed for use just in the bathrooms,

however they regularly appear in kitchens, swimming pool

and garden environments, spa’s, sauna’s, and even living

rooms. In fact, they appear almost anywhere.

All our units feature heated screen areas to prevent the

front misting up in humid conditions or even freezing up in

cold conditions.They come as standard in a unique “Ice

White” surround.

As an option, our 15”, 17”, 26” units are also available in

our MirrorVision finish.This makes the television unit

resemble a near perfect mirror when the screen is turned

off, but becoming almost invisible when the screen is

activated.

With a standard product range of 5 screen sizes and 3

glass finishes, plus the ability to build bespoke systems, we

offer the most comprehensive range of bathroom

televisions on the market.
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www.aquavision.co.uk



THE RANGE:

AQUAVISION® 15”
The original AQUAVISION, this 15.1” screen unit has a traditional 4:3 aspect ratio
(standard ‘Square’ picture, rather than widescreen), a thickness of just 60mm and a
size of just 385 x 470mm.

AQUAVISION® 17”
The first of the next generation AQUAVISION, this 17.1” screen with a 16:9 aspect
ratio (widescreen, rather than standard ‘square’ picture) and IPS (In Plane Switching -
a fantastic 176° viewing angle in both planes) means we have spared nothing.
AQUAVISION is designed to form an integral part of your every day life whether it
be in your bathroom, wet room, kitchen or T.V room.This unit has a thickness of just
60mm with dimensions of just 371 x 516mm and has a choice of 3 glass finishes.

AQUAVISION® 26”*
The newest model of AQUAVISION, this 26” screen unit with a 16:9 aspect ratio,
IPS and PIP capability (Picture In Picture, allowing you to watch two programmes at
once or keeping a close eye on sleeping baby via a baby cam) is our current top of
the range.This unit has a thickness of just 110mm and a size of just 492 x 722mm.

AQUAVISION® 32”*
The original AQUAVISION, this 32” screen unit has a 16:9 aspect ratio (widescreen,
rather than standard ‘square’ picture), a thickness of just 120mm and is sized just
571 x 854mm. Only available in MirrorVision® Glass.

AQUAVISION® 40”*
The original AQUAVISION, this 40” screen unit has a 16:9 aspect ratio (widescreen,
rather than standard ‘square’ picture), a thickness of just 135mm and is sized just
692 x 1049mm. Only available in MirrorVision® Glass.

*AQUAVISION® 26”, 32” & 40” are HD ready with picture resolution 1366 x 768 and
include Digital tuners.

fully waterproof

remote control

heated screen

3 glass finishes

mirror option

wide screen option

satellite compatible

Aquavision 15-1 with Ice White glass finish 

AQUAVISION is a completely independent waterproof television that is built to the
latest regulations in waterproofing and safety, it is designed to integrate into your
bathroom or any other room.With its’ slim profile, your AQUAVISION unit can easily be
fitted into any stud or solid wall and tiled or plastered up to give that truly ‘built in’ look
that will enhance any area.



ICE WHITE

This is the standard finish that all AQUAVISION units
come in unless otherwise stated.This is a pure white ink
baked onto the glass during toughening to form a very
durable finish. Due to the glass being standard float glass, it
gives the white a subtle faint green tint.There are 2 simple
borders, and the AQUAVISION logo highlighted in a pale
grey to enhance the product.The Logo also acts as a
window showing you the power status LED light.

BLACK

Exactly as it says, black ink baked onto the glass during
toughening, but as with the above, we have applied this to
a specially optically clear glass to ensure that the black
stays black.There are again 2 simple borders, and the
AQUAVISION logo power status LED light.

MIRRORVISION

When the TV is OFF, the glass takes the form of a mirror
that is perfectly adequate for shaving, make-up etc.When
the AQUAVISION is turned on, the mirror gives way to
the screen image which simply appears in the mirror. A
fantastic feature for the bathroom/bedroom environments.

CUSTOM FINISHES
These are available to order in almost any finish imaginable. Charges will obviously depend on quantity. Please contact

AQUAVISION® directly for further information and pricing.We are also able to supply the MirrorVision glass in bespoke sizes

suitable for an enormous variety of projects. Please call the sales office for further details.

AQUAVISION® BESPOKE MIRROR / TELEVISION

The most unobtrusive of our televisions so far, a stamp of understated luxury that will keep you in touch yet apart from the crowd.

AQUAVISION Glass Finishes



AQUAVISION® HEATED TOWEL RAIL / TELEVISION 
The new Towel Warmer Series incorporating the high specification waterproof 17" AQUAVISION® LCD television with a
MIRRORVISION® panel, built into a bespoke state of the art towel rail.This series is ideal for installation into the most recently
completed bathroom with the minimum of disruption with just 4 mounting points. It is supplied as a hydronic rail as standard or as a
sealed electric upon request (additional cost).The MIRRORVISION® glass on the front of your towel rail makes the glass look like a
mirror when the TV is turned off, and goes almost clear when the TV is on, giving no distortion to the picture.

AQUAVISION® T-3

Dimensions: H:1800mm,W: 970mm

Centre measurement: 470mm

Glass panel size: 1736.5 x 436.5mm

AQUAVISION® T-4

Dimensions: H:1800mm,W: 500mm

Centre measurement: 470mm

Glass panel size: 350 x 436.5mm

AQUAVISION® T-2

Dimensions: H: 760mm,W: 970mm

Centre measurement: 470mm

Glass panel size: 696.5 x 436.5mm

AQUAVISION® T-1 (Opposite)

Dimensions: H:760mm,W: 500mm

Centre measurement: 470mm

Glass panel size: 350 x 436.5mm



AQUAVISION - Home Networking

AQUAVISION is very popular in the home networking market due to its versatility as well as its high
quality picture and appearance.

With standard facilities such as fully wired scart, S-Video, composite, (and on the 26”, 32” & 40”, HDTV),
as well as low level audio out on all models, the AQUAVISION range is very flexible and will easily
integrate into any home networking environment.

Using the AQUAVISION Remote Switch Panel, not only gives you hard-wired options of the 6 most
popular features, it also gives you these features on a terminal strip so that you can operate your
AQUAVISION via simple closure contacts. In the design stage of the current AQUAVISION, the facility
was included to allow space adjacent to the infrared receiver, for you to add a further infrared device.
We have also designed the “Remote Eye Kit” which enables further control of SKY etc.

AQUAVISION - Kitchen

A further version of the
popular AQUAVISION
widescreen TV, designed for
those wanting to install their
AQUAVISION into a kitchen
cabinet.

Kitchen 17” K6

The AQUAVISION is 600mm
wide, as are most kitchen
units, and 355mm high.This
height is one of the European
“standard” heights for doors
and would simply be installed
into the cabinet carcass in the
same way that you would
install a microwave oven.

Kitchen 17” PCP

Alternatively the standard 17”
AQUAVISION can be simply
installed directly into an
existing cabinet door. The
television has a bespoke back
box which enables you to still
open and use the cupboard
behind.

AQUAVISION - Back Box

If you want to install AQUAVISION in a very dusty
environment, or in a wall that is knowingly damp, we
recommend that you purchase one of these galvanised
back boxes.These work well with pre-cast concrete walls
as this box can be cast directly into the wall.

AQUAVISION - Remote Eye Kit for Satellite Connection

For those of you who watch satellite, you will know that
you can change channel wherever you are.Why should this
be any different in the bathroom? When you are installing
your AQUAVISION, you can simply fit the Remote Eye Kit
and in conjunction with your aerial distribution system, you
will be able to have full control over your satellite system.

AQUAVISION - Remote Switch Panel

The AQUAVISION remote switch panel is exactly what it
says, a small switch panel that gives you instant control of
your AQUAVISION without having to find the remote
control. Ideal for hotels and guesthouses or indeed anyone
who does not want any remote controls lying around.



www.aquavision.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1992 708333
Fax: +44 (0)1992 708317
Email: info@aquavision.co.uk

AQUAVISION - Television Specifications

AQUAVISION® 15” - Model No. AVF 151

NICAM STEREO, AUTO SETUP, TELETEXT, SCART X 1, AUDIO OUTPUT, S-VIDEO, AV IN, SPLASH PROOF

REMOTE, PAL / SECAM / NTSC, PC IN, PC AUDIO IN.

AQUAVISION® 17” - Model No. AVF 171

NICAM STEREO, AUTO SETUP, TELETEXT, SCART X 1, AUDIO OUTPUT, S-VIDEO, AV IN, SPLASH PROOF

REMOTE, PAL / SECAM / NTSC, PC IN, PC AUDIO IN.

AQUAVISION® 26” - Model No. AVF 26

NICAM STEREO, AUTO SETUP, TELETEXT, SCART X 1, AUDIO OUTPUT, S-VIDEO, AV IN, SPLASH PROOF

REMOTE, PAL / SECAM / NTSC, PC IN, PC AUDIO IN, HDTV, DIGITAL TUNER.

AQUAVISION® 32” - Model No. AVF 32

NICAM STEREO, AUTO SETUP, TELETEXT, SCART X 1, AUDIO OUTPUT, S-VIDEO, AV IN, SPLASH PROOF

REMOTE, PAL / SECAM / NTSC, PC IN, PC AUDIO IN, HDTV, DIGITAL TUNER.

AQUAVISION® 40” - Model No. AVF 40

NICAM STEREO, AUTO SETUP, TELETEXT, SCART X 1, AUDIO OUTPUT, S-VIDEO, AV IN, SPLASH PROOF

REMOTE, PAL / SECAM / NTSC, PC IN, PC AUDIO IN, HDTV, DIGITAL TUNER.


